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About This Game

Kingdom of Yan , a world of all catastrophes......
The land is drought , hunger and disease attributed to bloodshed and cruelty .

With the guidance of God , you have experienced greatness of hardships come to this land .
Evil rises , the dark lord is awakening to rule

the world again to infinite darkness .
He brought back Fires and Sinister , and the world of all things therefore dying again .

Only the holy craft would destroy the evil .
And you , the mighty warrior,

are set for this quest of conquer !

Conquer is an action-packed combat game experience crafted exclusively for VR/MR . The story is set in age of ancient
times where the players will explore the game's dilapidated world, Kingdom of Yan , which is occupied by evil beasts,

carrying the sacred gift of the gods to complete a quest against evil .

KEY FEATURES:

IMMERSIVE natural surroundings:
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The high quality of the next generation of production allow the players to fully integrate into the game atmosphere .
Underground dark scary caves , the wonders of sky way , flamed waterfalls , and more all allow you to immerse yourself in the

visual phenomenon of Yan Kingdom .

DIFFERENT weapons In place:

The game provides three weapons , through the use of fighting points to unlock & experience the thrill of different attacks .

COMBAT & strategy play :

In different scenes , players will challenge various types of evil creatures , as well as strategy settings which will tap into player's
logic skills bringing the excitement beyond the combat experience .

MASTER battle skills:

Players can unlock different weapons by practicing , learning counterattacks , disrupting, shifting , and releasing the ultimate
moves to score high points .

OPTIMIZED for the VR experience:

Superb balance between computer configuration , game graphic and effortless navigation , giving the players the highest visual
quality through the in-game setting menu .
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Title: Conquer
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Wan Studio
Publisher:
Wan Studio
Release Date: 21 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: window7 64bit

Processor: 2.8GHz dual-core CPU

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

Storage: 8 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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Seen the game on several exhibitions, a unique labor of love you definitely have to try. This is for you classic puzzleheads out
there, before the pvz there was Zuma deluxe. Not so incredibly enough, still works on W7...
Perfect for the combo ocd nature of man, nuff said.. Excellent. I have played the boardgame and it is pretty similar.
Did not see any bug and tough to win.
A HALL of FAME would be mandatory to save our wins and scores.

Very good.. Take a bit of Nordic and Old English myths, add in some poker, and throw in a dash of epic. Well worth checking
out.... I wish I could recomend this, but I can't get it to work. After the intro video, there's a black screen and nothing on the
official forums say how to fix this - even after several people complained of the exact same situation. What's worse is: this is the
second Paradox game that I bought and can not play this week.. I cant use my joystick in the game.... Visually it's a bit trippy
but wasn't blown away with the graphics

The controls for VR using the motion controls aren't great in this game.

If the controls were better then the combat might be more fun.

Selecting different weapons wasn't obvious, they just seemed to select themselves.

It has potential, but I didn't really have that much fun with it, so have refunded it.
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It's not a bad game. Just don't expect resident evil. More like spooky Hitman Go. Avoid zombies find the key, etc and get to the
exit.

It's got a story though. some decent cutscenes and shows some of that Japanese console gaming flair. Not bad one to get on sale..
Operation: New Earth is a game. That is all I will give it. "What type of game?" you might ask. Why it's a shameless Mobile
Strike copy, there is nothing interesting about it. I only found this "thing" because I asked to see the f2p MMOs because I hate
myself.. Great game! But to short, and the ending was to easy. But for $5 this is a great little gem of a game!. Meh, i dont
recomend it, the controls are hard to get into.. This is a fun but has the same issue of every frantic indie top down restart fest,
where you are just going to hit a point where it feels less like you're playing a game and more like you're working through
various permutations of enemy placement and AI decisions until you have a better chance at winning. Eventually you'll probably
get tired of restarting or you'll beat it, once you do you won't play for score because it's not that great of a scoring game.

I wouldn't say it's designed horribly or has bad controls but it has an entirely unnecessary need to raise the stakes which simply
push the game past the bounds of what actually made it good. In the early levels when it's simple it's very good. The later levels
that add difficulty by having mobs of enemies, flamethrowers, and rocket launchers are not as good. Rather than sticking to
what it does right it it decides it wants to be more hardcore toward the end.

You'll probably be impressed by this if you've never listened to Jazz before and have a higher threshold for annoyance than me.
Ultimately you can probably play Doom(2016), listen to John Zorn and have a less frustrating experience.. Lots of achievements
and fun puzzles to solve! Well worth the price, for the hour of fun you will get out of it.. A fun and cute Match 3 game :). Just
the kind of game I've been waiting for, with a calming atmosphere and simple goals. It's truly a delight to see what plant will be
generate from the word you write on the seed packet. If you're a fan of the Steam game Viridi, you will definitely enjoy this
game as well, in my opinion. You don't have to take care of watering the plants, this is all about growing them and seeing what
comes out, and then using those plants to fulfill customer requests.

There are still some bugs being worked out in the game, but over time those will be taken care of, and so far they haven't
detracted from the experience.. Abandoned: Chestnut Lodge Asylum is one of those HOGs that has been sitting in my library
forever, and when I finally decided to give it a go for another HOGful evening - I wasn't disappointed. It is the first HOG from
Lazy Turtle Games' catalogue that I've played, and if all their games are even remotely like this one, I can recommend the
developer with eyes closed.

We take the role of an ordinary man, who has been haunted by a very vivid nightmare for as long as he can remember. In his
dream, he is running for his life in an old, abandoned building. As he reaches the end of the hall, he desperately calls for the
elevator and when it finally arrives, he barges in - only to find that the cabin isn't there. He falls to his death - then he wakes up. It
is the same disturbing nightmare, night after night until he stumbles upon some news: "Boy's Body Found", "Boy falls into Pit" and
the image of the very building that he has seen in his nightmares: Chestnut Lodge Asylum. He immediately decides that the only way
to find out the truth, would be going there... and another HOG adventure begins!

From there on, it is more like a light weight adventure rather than a HOG in the conventional sense, with a greatly presented
atmosphere. All environment art is successfully creepy, and you keep expecting your worst possible nightmare with every door you
manage to open. Depictions are realistic rather than cartoony. Is it really scary? No, it is a HOG in the end, but it all is creepy
enough to support the immersion. There are some cinematic sequences that I found to be exceptionally well-done, and the whole
idea for the plotline is an interestingly disturbing one too. Voice acting isn't the best, but there are not many NPCs to stumble upon,
so they wouldn't annoy your very much. Sound effects though, - like a distant moaning, a constant dripping sound, the creaking of
some tweaks in the winds - will haunt you properly during your playthrough.

For the adventuring part, you will go for a long, long item hunt throughout the Asylum. Some items\u2019 use will be immediate
and obvious; but most will linger in your inventory for sometime. There is no map, and with the amount of item combinations at
hand, you\u2019ll endure some backtracking. HOG scenes are not glorious, with dark tones making most items hard to locate, but
if you\u2019d enjoy the challenge, you\u2019d find that mostly appropriate. All HOGs contain some item combinations also; and
puzzles are the reimaginations of some good classical ones. Also there are some morphing objects throughout the game for
achievements' sake.

At the end of the day, Abandoned: Chestnut Lodge Asylum is a great HOG, even though a bit aged. It would serve as a great
introduction to the genre, and a good addition to every HOG lovers library. Enjoy!
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Please also check out Lady Storyteller's Curator page here - follow for regular updates on reviews for other games!

And also Lady Storyteller's HOG Gems here - for casual games and HOGs you may enjoy!. Fallout meets choiced based story
telling Part 1. In my playthrough romance was not there at all. And the dark tone to this was good. Epilogue was really the only
thing I had a problem with since certain things happened that I didn't get to actually experience.
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